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Chapter 272 Surrounded By Media

A few days later, the major news sites of Hai City reported the news about Roman signing a few big contracts.

One should know that Roman had just opened in own company not long ago and he signed some high level contracts in just a few

days. This naturally aroused people’s curiosity.

As soon as the news was reported, it spread throughout the entire Hai City like wildfire. Many people were interested to watch the

fight between wealthy families.

That day, when Roman walked out of the company, he found that there were many reporters at the company's entrance.

As soon as the reporters saw Roman coming out, they rushed to surround him and shoved their mics in front of Roman.

"Director Monor, may I ask if you want to oppose Ryan Monor by establishing a new company?"

"Director Monor, I heard that the few big businesses you signed with were stolen from Ryan Monor’s company. I don't know if

this is true or not. "

"Director Monor, do you have any hope of making a comeback after you set up this company? Can you make this company as

powerful as the Monor Group?"

"Director Monor, may I ask if you quit the Monor Group and set up your own company because you have a falling out with your

family?"

“Director Monor, there are news that you and your wife, Amara Lewis are going to divorce. Is this true?”

The reporters' questions came one after another, making Roman not know which one to answer.

Although he had signed a few big deals, most of them were business that cost him money. If this matter was made public,

everyone would probably laugh at it and he, Roman Monor, would become a fool in front of the entire city. Roman was

surrounded from everywhere and didn’t know what to do next. Just as he was about to lost him temper and scold the reporters, his

secretary quickly reminded him, "Director Monor, all the entertainment reporters in Hai City are present here. If you act unhappy,

they will definitely suspect you. When the time comes, I don't know what it will look like."

"Investigate who brought these reporters here after the matter is over." After Roman finished talking to his secretary, Roman took

a deep breath to calm himself down. Then, he immediately put on a decent smile and turned to the reporters.

"Everyone, I'm sorry for today. I haven't closed my eyes for a few days. So can you let me go back and rest? I will personally hold

a press conference tomorrow. When the time comes, if you want to ask questions, ask them at that time."

After saying that, Roman ignored the reporters' obstruction and quickly left the scene.

Roman had just sat in the car and thought that he could finally calm down for a while. But unexpectedly, his phone suddenly rang.

Roman took out his phone from his pocket and seeing the caller ID on the screen, Roman frowned. Why was she calling him at

this time?

After the call was connected before Roman could speak, he was interrupted by Amara's angry roar. “Roman, what the hell did you

do? There were reporters all around the house. It was so crowded that not even a drop of water could leak out."

After Amara finished speaking, Roman could clearly hear the busy voices of the reporters on the other side of the phone.

"Just get someone to send them away." Roman rubbed his aching forehead and said in frustration.

Could Amara not able to solve such small matters herself but had come and bother him?

Amara sneered on the other hand of the phone. "If I can send them away, why would I bother call you? Roman Monor, let me tell

you. You need to resolve this matter immediately, or else don't come back."

After saying that, Amara didn’t wait for Roman to speak and angrily hung up the phone.

Hearing the blind sound of phone being cut from the other hand of the phone, Roman clenched his fists tightly.

He had never suffered such humiliation since he was young. But ever since he withdrew from the Monor Group, Amara had been

calling him back and forth every day. She either quarreled with him or threatened him with Lewis family’s investment. She did

not look like a wife at all.
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